STYLIST GROUP SINGLE COMPARTMENT LEDGEBACK/NO LEDGE EXTRA DEEP 18 GAUGE

SPECIFICATIONS - STYLIST GROUP A - 18 GAUGE
JUST Stylist Group A, seamless die-drawn construction of 18 gauge type 304, 18-8, stainless steel • Interior surfaces polished to a non-porous Hand-Blended JUST finish, with highlighted bowl rim • Smooth, fully coated underside insulates for sound and reduces condensation • Straight-sided compartment with 1 3/4” radius corners provides greater capacity • Self-rimming top mount Grip-Rim Plus with 300 series stainless steel mounting channels • Conforms to ASME/ANSI A112.19.3M • Drain punch #35 for Just J-35 unless otherwise specified

SLX-2225-A-GR-T
Includes: JTR-51 Faucet, JHDD-2000 Commercial Grade soap dispenser, JB-99 Drain

SX-1922-A-GR-T
Includes: J-35-SSF Drain

SLX-SLXD SERIES 18 GAUGE

SX-SXD SERIES 18 GAUGE

All dimensions shown in inches.

OPTION: TYPE 316 MODELS - GREATER CORROSION RESISTANCE - 18 GAUGE ONLY
The addition of molybdenum and increased nickel content makes these sinks even more resistant to corrosion caused by acids and other chemicals, as well as excellent resistance to oxidation. All are furnished with Stainless Steel Grip-Rim Plus self-rimming channels. Underside of bowls is completely sound deadened. Center punched for J-35 cup strainer, unless otherwise specified.